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LAKESHORE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CONGREGATION
5065 Sherbrooke Street,
Lachine, QC. H8T 1H9
514 - 637- 6974

JUNE 2019

June 2nd, 2019 - 10:30 a.m.

Teaching Trauma-Based Yoga on the
Mohawk Reserve: A Mutual Exchange
Traci Williams

Traci is certified in trauma-based yoga, along with several other styles, and has taught
yoga in Kahnawake for five years, which she considers a privilege. She will speak about
what she has learned from her time with the Mohawk, and how they taught each other,
through both yoga and their traditions, with it becoming a mutual exchange in some
ways. She learned about the trauma felt throughout families, and how trauma-based
yoga can be one of the means to help a community one person at a time.
Service Leader - Sari Kelen
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Chalice Lighter - Cormac Lutes
Hospitality: Sari and Jose
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June 9th, 2019 - 10:30 a.m.

ANNUAL YOUTH SERVICE
LUUC Youth and Children

It has become a much anticipated and long-standing tradition to have a June service
that is organized, scripted and led by the youth of our congregation. We look forward to
the creativity, energy, thoughtfulness and unexpected surprises that our young folk
bring to us all.
Service Leader - TBA
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Chalice Lighter - Talia Sanchez
Hospitality – Monique and Christopher

OUR TALENT SHOW FOLLOWS THE SERVICE. CHRISTOPHER HAS
KINDLY OFFERED TO PROVIDE A PIZZA LUNCH FOR US ALL

June 16th, 2019 - 10:30 a.m.

HOW LUUC HELPED SHAPE ME
Larissa Girvan

Larissa Girvan was in LUUC's RE program several years ago, along with some of our
other young adults. Lara will reflect on LUUC's influence on her life’s journey,
particularly as an elementary school teacher, on her teaching style, and the values she
holds today. She will also speak about loving oneself along life’s journey, whichever
path one is on.
Service Leader - Susan Czarnocki
Musician - Kerry-Anne Kutz

Chalice Lighter - Isabella Gavanski
Hospitality – The Ladies

FATHER’S DAY AND LUUC ANNUAL PICNIC: THE LADIES WILL
PROVIDE THE LUNCH
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
I opened this newsletter column for April with the query:
Is that spring I see in the distance? Two months have
gone by, the leaves have emerged and the flowers are
appearing, but there are still days when that question
seems apropos! So now I am asking: Is that Summer I
see in the distance? We are all counting on the odds
being better for a positive answer to this question – all
we can do is wait and hope!
But whatever the weather, we close off Sunday Services
in June and reflect back over all our activities since last
September, to assess how we are doing. This is the
purpose of the AGM: to hear out your evaluations of the
past year, and your suggestions for strengthening LUUC going forward. We need to be
cognizant that significant change is coming.
For a number of years now, we have had the fortunate state-of-affairs, where there
were several long-term youth members and young children who provide the raisond’etre for a multilevel Spiritual Education program which is one of our most
important contributions to our community. The transition from teen-age years to being
‘young adults’ presents many challenges, not only to the persons involved – but also to
LUUC which benefits so much from their presence. Can we discover the way to have
those young adults stick around, and help us build a program which will attract their
participation?
~ Susan Czarnocki

LUUC Talent Show
Annual Picnic
Annual General Meeting

Sunday June 9th – lunch provided by Christopher
Sunday, June 16th after service
Thursday June 20th at 7:30 pm at LUUC

We are so saddened by the death of Peg Wooley – an original member of Lakeshore –
We will all miss her presence, her wisdom and her unfailing assistance to every part of
our LUUC life. She lived a full life up until the very end by attending our services, going
to the theatre and helping plan the plant sale. We send our heart-felt condolences to
her family and hope they are comforted knowing how much we at LUUC loved and
valued her. More details on Peg’s memorial service to come...
~ Heather Falconer
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: The new Board held a Meeting on May 14th to
set the budget for the 2019-2020 church year. All details of the budget will be
presented at the Annual General meeting on Thursday June 20th at 7:30pm by our
worthy treasurer, Christopher Thomson. Do plan to attend, approve our plans and stay
for tea and strawberry dessert.
~ Heather Falconer,
Board Secretary

TALENT SHOW: Rob Lutes has again agreed to
coordinate the GREAT LUUC TALENT SHOW! It will
happen in June 9th. Be sure to let Rob know that you
wish
to
participate
at
roblutes33@yahoo.ca Christopher has kindly offered
to provide us with a pizza lunch.
~ ed

SUMMER B.B.Q.s: We would like to hear from you if you are interested in holding
an LUUC BBQ at your house this summer. We have had two offers for July and one
for August 24th - so we would like one more. Please pick another Saturday in August
that fits your summer schedule and let Heather Falconer at 514-630-4206 know your
preferred date.
~ ed
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LOIS MARY READ
We honour Lois Read
and in doing so we are
left
with
so
many
wonderful memories of
her – and of Clift – for
they were a true couple,
and they did everything
together, for as long as
that was possible.
Lois loved her work as an
elementary
school
teacher. She and Clift
shared a deep and lasting
love for each other which
grew even stronger over
the years. They were
“friends for life” and wonderful role models for their six children, and for us all.
In spite of what must have been a very busy and hectic household, Lois and Clift still
made time for community service and supporting our UU Congregation. They were
among the first members of our West Island congregation, and by the time I joined in
1973, they were esteemed and respected leaders of LUUC. They were also some of our
“movers and shakers” whose deep commitment, wisdom and indefatigable energy kept
our congregation relevant and true to our purpose, and “on track” financially.
Many in our Lakeshore Unitarian Universalist Congregation will remember them as a
duo – a tag team – whether washing dishes together after a church meal or with more
onerous church responsibilities as Treasurer (Clift’s role) and Assistant Treasurer (Lois’
role)! They were also the best bazaar and party planners – as they loved attending
social events and organizing fundraising dinners for Child Haven International.
In the years following Clift’s death, Lois missed him every day, but was comforted, and
delighted, to see her children grow into compassionate and loving adults, with their own
partners and children. If my count is correct, their family has grown by leaps and
bounds – from 6 children, to 12 grandchildren, and 11 great-grandchildren. All the more
for her to shower with love!
Lois and Clift made lifelong friends in our Congregation, and those who are still with us
mourn their loss. Peg and I enjoyed an evening visit with Lois just before Christmas,
and I know that Dori and Jean will treasure their warm memories of a Tea Party hosted
by Lois with the help of her daughters Susan and Linda, in her lovely Manoir Kirkland
apartment in mid-February.
~ Sheila Laursen
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Our hearts are with Peg Wooley’s family - and we will especially think of Peg on June
1st – her birthday.
Happy Birthday to Christopher Thomson on June 10th. Christopher is our treasurer –
so do read his article “Muddling Through” in this newsletter.
Also on the June 10th – Happy Birthday to Timothy Byrnes – our Board Director. We
are looking forward to your annual BBQ.
Happy Birthday on June 11th to Gabriel Shaar – hope to see more of you soon Gabriel.
Happy Birthday to Monica Warren on June 18th. Hope all is going well with you and
your family.
Happy Birthday to Mary Rowan on June 24th – Have a lovely day Mary.

NOTES FROM THE BOARD
Again, this month the Board Meeting will be held after the newsletter is printed. Our
main concerns will be end-of-year activities –i,e. the Talent Show on June 9th, the picnic
on Father’s Day – June 16th, the AGM on June 20th at 7:30 pm, when the yearly
budget will be presented, review of the past year and plans for the fall.
~ Heather Falconer, Board Secretary

THE DUGNAD
Many thanks to Paul Sullivan who represented
LUUC at the annual Norwegian spring clean up their Dugnad. It is a busy time of year for all of us –
but let’s hope more of us will support NAM in the
fall.
~ ed
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PLASTICS
REPURPOSED PAPER BAGS: I recently made a purchase at the Duty-Free shop in
CUBA, and was pleasantly surprised when the lady wrapped my purchase in a bag
made from a page of a magazine - folded and securely glued. I liked this innovative idea
– magazine paper being both strong and colourful. All the rest of the stores used
plastic bags. Cuba doesn’t even provide garbage cans on their street corners, so I
thought this little lady’s idea was ingenious. Good on her.
~ Briony Falconer
Congratulations to Susan Hawker
who is featured in the West Island
Gazette for her tireless battle to
reduce the use of single use plastic
in grocery stores.
https://montrealgazette.com/news/lo
cal-news/west-islandgazette/kramberger-baie-durfe-mallset-to-forgo-single-use-plastic-bags
***
Sari Kelen reports that the
Australians have cut their single use
plastic bags by 80% in just 3
months.
***
While making the deepest dive ever by a human in a mini submarine – 11 kms (seven
miles) - down into the darkest depths of the Pacific Ocean’s Mariana Trench - U.S.
explorer Victor Vescovo found sea creatures but also plastic bags, sweet wrappers and
other debris on the sandy sea bed.
~ CBC
***
Zero-Waste Food Store Opens in Lachine: At Le Vrac du Canal, situated between 9th and
10th avenues, on rue Notre Dame, provides paper or glass containers for products sold in bulk,
or you can bring your own containers, and buy just the amount that you want. At the moment
they have bins with pastas, cereals, nuts, coffee beans, bulk tea, etc. They actually sell milk
from a machine – bring your bottle with you! They open everyday at 10AM.
~ Susan Cz.

BREAKING NEWS: The government of Taiwan passed a law on Friday 05-17-19
allowing same sex marriage in that country. It is the first Asian country to do so after
many demonstrations and referendums in the last few years. It is an absolutely huge
step forward for humankind in Taiwan.
~ Huntly McNiven
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MUDDLING THROUGH
Recently Susan Czarnocki gave us a talk about Consciousness. I certainly don’t want
to venture further thoughts on such a complex subject. However, I have the impression
that our self-awareness of our consciousness may lead us to think that we are rational
actors.
Certainly, there are times where we make an effort to think through the options, the pros
and cons, and may even occasionally act on the analysis. But personally, I feel like I
am muddling through many of life’s decisions. I did act years ago on a piece of advice
from a friend to buy a duplex; he argued that not only do some of your costs become tax
deductible but also you are FORCED to save. Basically, you cannot trust yourself to
NOT fritter away your money unless you have a mortgage. Don’t ask me if it was a
good investment decision. I have no idea.
Paradoxically, even though I have ended up Treasurer for Lakeshore, I don’t like
thinking about money, especially not my own finances. It is a bit easier though to think
about our community’s finances.

I’d like to appeal to those reading the Newsletter this month to think about their
commitment to support Lakeshore financially as well as with their energy. Some of us
have returned pledge forms and even post-dated cheques. Oh, I haven’t done it
myself! Hey, but I contribute anyway so what does it matter? I know in my Treasurer’s
head that I, as member, will contribute roughly a certain amount, but for my fellows,
without a pledge form, I am a bit up in the air!
Most of us find the Lakeshore community to be a vital part of our lives. I do. I have no
hesitation in saying that putting aside some money each month for Lakeshore is the
best investment I have ever made. If you haven’t already done so, could you think
about giving a regular amount each month to sustain our community’s life?
~ Christopher

MYSTERY MUDDLE OF THE MONTH
Do ask Christopher what he did with the butter he pilfered…..

~ ed
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NEWS FROM THE S.E.
Now with the sad news of
Peg Wooley, Erin Berry, Peg’s
granddaughter and our much-valued S.E. co-ordinator, is taking some
time off from her role with our children and youth so she can focus her
efforts and strength on being with her family and completing her studies.
We send our love to you Erin.
~ ed

LUUC LUNCH AT THE MANOIR
A happy band of LUUCers met at the
Manoir for brunch in early May. We all
enjoyed ourselves, adding to the
noise that soared to the top of
those high rafters. Thank you
Kerry-Anne for organizing the
event.
- ed
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CARING
Constance Belanger will be the person in charge of CARING for the month of JUNE.
Contact her at 514-542-338.
We have lots to care about this Month – we’re particularly thinking of the families of both
Lois Read and Peg Wooley and we send our love and support to them.
How treasured are the hours
Of faith and friendship;
How strong are the bonds of caring community.
Sometimes it takes a death
To remind us life is good.
by Rev. Richard S. Gilbert of Rochester, NY

SUMMERTIME.....FOR RELAXING, AND READING!
Have you browsed through the many books we have
on our LUUC Lending Library stall? Be sure to do so
as summer approaches - you just might find the
perfect book to borrow and read over those lazy,
hazy days we hope are coming soon. Just sign one
out, and enjoy!
And if you can't find one there, I have several I can
offer. I have been reading Louise Penny's mysteries
in order (featuring Armand Gamache) and now am up
to book #8. If you would like to borrow one of the earlier ones, I would be happy to lend
it to you if I have it. I also have 2 books by Terry Fallis, a Canadian comedic writer
about our federal politics. His books "The Best Laid Plans" and "The High Road" are
both very funny, but also hit close to the mark... And I have books # 1-17 of Alexander
McCall Smith's "The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency" which are set in Botswana, and
are a delectably light and philosophic read. Just ask me!
~ Sheila Laursen
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SAY CHEESE

What wonderful smiles on the faces of our Syrian family’s members and MP Francis
Scarpaleggia at our Celebration Tea on April 28th at Summerlea United Church. Were
they for the camera? Or for the treats they are about to enjoy?

OUR SECRETARY REQUESTS
Announcements printed on the back of each Sunday's Order of Service are one of the
best ways for local UU's and friends to keep each other abreast of the many activities
taking place in our midst. They can be taken away to serve as written reminders of
things we don't want to forget. And because they can be read and acted on at any
convenient time, they help reduce verbal interruptions to the progress of the service
itself.
To encourage the effective use of announcements, we suggest these simple guidelines.
•
•

•
•
•

Use email or voice mail to communicate announcements to the church office.
Send your announcement to the office by 10 o'clock on the Thursday morning
preceding the first service at which it is to be posted as this is the time the
bulletin is prepared.
Identify your announcement clearly as such so it won't be overlooked, e.g., in the
email subject line or at the beginning of a voice message.
Indicate, if necessary, the date or dates on which the announcement should
appear.
Indicate how to obtain further information relating to the announcement, and
remember that if space is lacking, the text of the announcement may be
shortened.
~ Toni Smith –Secretary
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THIS IS CASEY STAINSBY at the Western Regional
Fall Gathering in Winnipeg last October, feeling really
lucky to have the job she does! Next up: CanUUdle and
Chorus in Calgary, May 17-20. Casey is the CUC’s
Youth and Young Adult (YaYA) Programs and Events
Coordinator, a part-time role that she’s had since August
2018. She shares the YaYA portfolio with Asha Philar.
Prior to taking on this role, Casey coordinated
CanUUdle, the national annual youth conference, for
most of the past three years (sharing the role in 2018
with Kaleb McNeil). She’s thrilled to have the opportunity
through this work to nurture strong, spiritual, caring
communities of young people and allies of all ages.
Casey grew up at the Unitarian Church of Vancouver,
and has been active in multigenerational UU communities her whole life. After
completing a Bachelor’s degree in Theatre and Development (with a minor in Sexuality
Studies, and the experience of the 2012 Quebec student movement and strikes ) at
Concordia University in Montreal, Casey moved back to the West Coast to be closer to
family. She now lives and works in Victoria, BC, and attends the First Unitarian Church
of Victoria (FUCV). Having the chance to facilitate a high school Our Whole Lives
Sexuality Education program at FUCV this past year has been a dream come true!
Besides church, a big part of Casey’s spiritual education has been through reading
fantasy/sci-fi novels. She spends a lot of time knitting and is determined to learn to use
the loom she recently inherited. Talking to trees, learning to grow food, and staying
connected to friends and family are also significant parts of her everyday spiritual
practices. She sees her work of building and being in community with youth, young
adults and people of all ages as sacred work.
She draws strength from her queer family, the living world, and learning from the
complicated histories that made us who we are. She would love to hear from you
about what pronouns you use and how you envision Unitarian Universalism being a part
of The Great Turning. Let’s build a community!
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/caseystainsbycu
Email: casey@cuc.ca
Instagram: instagram.com/yayasofcanada
Phone1-888-568-5723.
Youth and Young Adult Ministry page: https://www.facebook.com/CUCyayaministry/
~ Submitted by Sheila Laursen

SPRING AT LAST!
Have you noticed the delicate greening of the trees…the
magnificent blossoms of the magnolias…the bright and
welcome colours of the tulips and the golden daffodils? …
and then my heart with pleasure fills when glancing at the
daffodils.
~ ed
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MOTHER’S DAY BRUNCH
Once again, our Mother’s Day Brunch – organized by Christopher Thomson – with all
the LUUC men contributing – was a huge success. I’m sure people come out of the
woodwork to attend. A big thank you to you all – we had so much fun.

As is tradition, the men sang us a song, composed by Rob Lutes:
The first wind that moved the trees
The first light on the morning breeze
The first arms that ever carried us away
The first eyes we ever saw
The first art we could draw
The first music that we ever learned to play
She set the lines we would cross
She caught the balls that we tossed
She fed us and she led us to the well
She scolded us and molded us
When we did good, she made a fuss
And she picked us up whenever we fell

In little lights and memories only she can
share
Cause she’s the one who saw it all
She knew us big, she new us small
And we all know that no one ever can
compare
She was a steady, calming force
She was the centre and the source
We held out our cup and she filled up the
world
She gave us everything she could
Raised us and praised us and taught us
good
Mom, you know, you really are a pearl.

CHORUS
And when we turn around we see her
everywhere
The Mother's Day Song - LUUC 2018 (Rob Lutes)
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SPRING TOOL DRIVE – SUZANNE FLEURANT
Spring coincides with new beginnings and often times a serious clean out. However, it
is not always easy to prioritize the process. Where does one start? This is where I come
in. Keep in mind that I grew up in a household where it was quite common to have
several items of the same type just in case... When my father passed away a few
years back and I had to deal with liquidating a lifetime of precious inventory, I got to play
the part of a well-stocked hardware store owner. During the eulogy I commented that
Canadian Tire, Réno Dépôt & friends’ shareowners were probably puzzled about the
sudden drop in tool & equipment sales. Although I may chuckle about the whole
experience now it was no small undertaking at the time. This is why I would like to help
you part with your excess tools & equipment, and it’s also for a good cause.

I’m currently a volunteer at a homeless shelter located on the island of Montreal that
caters exclusively to women in need, predominantly the homeless community and
individuals at high risk of becoming homeless. This not for profit organization, « La Rue
des Femmes », is celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2019. They focus on providing
unconditional support and care to the most vulnerable. La Rue des Femmes developed
a unique approach that focuses on relational health, enabling women to reconnect with
themselves, build up their self-esteem, establish healthy relationships with others and
eventually find their place in society. La Rue des Femmes boasts 3 distinct locations on
the island of Montreal that includes two day centers, emergency accommodations,
individual rooms for longer stays, supervised apartment studios which is the last step
prior to regaining independence. All these sites feature care, support, counseling and
the necessary framework to recover from severe trauma that is often associated with life
on the streets. Please consult the links below in order to learn more about La Rue des
Femmes’ mission, values, varied services and numerous accomplishments. Please take
note that Léonie Couture, the founder and managing director, was awarded the
distinguished order of Canada in 2017 for her contribution to promoting women’s health,
the fight against poverty and homelessness.
Website: http://www.laruedesfemmes.org/en/
Latest
newsletter
(Le
Porte-Voix):
http://www.laruedesfemmes.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/le_porte_voix_printemps-2019_ENG-1.pdf
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La Rue des Femmes employs two handymen who are responsible for the maintenance
of all 3 locations. Needless to say they are quite busy and somewhat creative in getting
the job done as their tool chests are poorly stocked. I asked them to provide me with a
tool & equipment « wish list » that you will find below. Keep in mind that any additional
items that do not appear on the wish list (hammers, screwdrivers and anything else you
can think of) would be used to make up basic kits for women who are moving into their
own apartments. La Rue des Femmes typically sets them up with the household basics
in order to get them started off on the right foot. So bottom line, if you have any extra
tools, equipment or accessories that you are willing to donate it would greatly
appreciated. What’s in it for you? Well, I guarantee you will feel lighter with the space
gained and satisfied in knowing that the tool you are donating, the one previously
dormant in that drawer or tool chest, will now be fulfilling its life purpose. It’s a win-win.
A Rubbermaid-like bin will be available during Sunday service where you can drop off
your items for donation. I thank you in advance for your help and generosity. For any
questions please call Suzanne Fleurant at 514-466-2655. Receipts for tax purposes
may be possible in certain cases.

Tool & equipment wish list
Grinder
Work gloves
Jigsaw (reciprocating blade)
All types and sizes of plyers, including vice-grips
Small metal tool chests on wheels
Scrapers

Belt sander
Miter saw
Dremel saw (rotary tool)
Large crow bar
Large level
X-Acto knives & blades

All other items are welcome
Suzanne has been attending LUUC since January.

A BIG THANK YOU TO HEATHER FALCONER OUR
NEWSLETTER EDITOR SUPERSTAR!!
Producing a newsletter that it is informative, entertaining, accurate,
and chockfull of interesting tidbits is no small feat! Thanks for
another great year Heather! And also to the regular contributors,
Susan, Sheila and Christopher, who all make my wee contribution
to the newsletter something I truly look forward to…
~ Catherine Forbes
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WELCOME TO LAKESHORE
5065 Sherbrooke Street, Lachine, Qc. H8T 1H9 (514) 637-6974
MINISTER EMERITUS:

Rev. Fred Cappuccino

613-527-2829

BOARD MEMBERS:
PRESIDENT:
VICE PRESIDENT:
TREASURER:
SECRETARY:
DIRECTOR A:
DIRECTOR B:

Susan Czarnocki
Paul Sullivan
Christopher Thomson
Heather Falconer
Tim Byrnes
Rob Lutes

514-773-1117
514-457-1793
514-634-5916
514-630-4206
438-884-7470
514-515-4413

S.E. CO-ORDINATORS:

Erin Berry
Elsa Chavez

LAY CHAPLAINS:

Kerry-Anne Kutz
Paul Sullivan

ADMIN. SECRETARY

Toni Smith

514-944-2974
erin.berry@mail.mcgill.ca
514-637-6581
elit.lorenzana@hotmail.com
514-624-2307
514-457-1793

WEBMASTER
NEWSLETTER EDITOR:
ILLUSTRATION ARTIST:
NEWSLETTER DEADLINE:

514-637-6974
Lakeshoreluuc@gmail.com
Christopher Thomson
514-634-5916
Heather Falconer
514-630-4206
Catherine Forbes
catforbes@gmail.com
June 24th, 2019

OUR WEB-SITE:

www.LUUC.org

HAPPY FATHER’S DAY TO ALL YOU DADS OUT THERE
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